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Russell Kennedy Government CPD Series 2022
Session 4. Giving statutory interpretation advice –

identifying options

Webinar Replay

 

Click here to download a PDF copy of the presentation slides.

On Friday 25 February 2022, Russell Kennedy hosted its fourth Government CPD session, Giving statutory interpretation advice –
identifying options. This session is worth 1 CPD Point in Professional Skills.

This session was aimed at all government lawyers seeking to nesse their statutory interpretation skills.

Using the modern approach to statutory interpretation, this session explored how the courts have approached identifying and
weighing various options for the legal meaning of statutory provisions.

This session also explored how to identify when provisions are open to various constructions of meaning and when there are
various constructions how to determine the preferred meaning and apply it to your clients’ problems.

Emma Turner, Principal and Beatrisa Dubinsky, Lawyer from the Russell Kennedy Public Law team also discussed courts’
approaches to choosing the preferred legal meaning where various interpretations are available. 

How we can help

For further information, we encourage you to visit Russell Kennedy’s government expertise which is updated regularly with
insights and materials.

You may also like to subscribe to our mailing list here to stay up to date with our alerts and upcoming events.
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On 1 July 2021 the Environment Protection Act 2017 (Vic)
(“Act”) was amended reforming environment protection
legislation in Victoria to a duty-based, prevention-focused
regime, and with i ...

Authorised Ofcers’ powers of entry and inspection under
the Environment Protection Act 2017 (Vic)
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made a number of orders to protect public health, includ
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revocation of a number of ...

Reminder to Victorian Employers: Impending deadline
destroy COVID-19 vaccination information
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